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In 2020, there were 268,884 reported missing women and girls in the USA, 34% of them
were African-American.

      

  

MADISON,  WI – Wednesday Representative Shelia Stubbs (D-Madison) introduced  legislation
to create a Taskforce on Missing and Murdered African  American Women. On the introduction
of this effort, Rep.Stubbs released  the following statement:

  

“In 2020, the National Crime Information Center  showed that of the 268,884 reported missing
women and girls, 34% of  them were African-American. In addition, Non-Hispanic Black and
American  Indian women experience the highest rates of homicide in the country.  Black women
and Black girls are not safe in our community, and it is  time for change”
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https://legis.wisconsin.gov/assembly/77/Stubbs/Track/031028046246181126000096023082167021127027178124/?e=099138186073185056044095035140022136252120087242006057158251001230176224018015185017062051119004&amp;url=https%3a%2f%2fwww.fbi.gov%2ffile-repository%2f2020-ncic-missing-person-and-unidentified-person-statistics.pdf%2fview&amp;sid=243200187012249049091216059120097249203215233004203243147100131111124002142055179123021170237057053061047013009121123129200219063219161040076151
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“Equity  is about protecting everyone who calls Wisconsin home. Creating this  Taskforce is
essential to confronting root causes of these terrible  statistics. This Taskforce will look at the
underlying factors that  cause this violence, and investigate real meaningful solutions. By 
dedicating resources to this to this issue, we will make real progress  for Wisconsin.”

  

“Systemic  issues require systemic solutions. We need all of our institutions on  board with
making Wisconsin a safe place for Black women and girls. By  bringing in experts and people
with real lived experience to the table,  we will create groundbreaking policy. This is a step
forward for our  state, and I urge my colleagues to join me in this effort and bring this  bill to the
Governor’s desk.”

  

“As the great Shirley Chisholm once said ‘You don’t make progress by standing on the
sidelines, whimpering and complaining. You make progress by implementing ideas.
’. By implementing this taskforce we can make Wisconsin a better place for Black women, Black
children, and Black families.”
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